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Proje t Overview

Algorithm Improvements

Problem: Classifying A tivities from Motion Sensor Data

About CASAS

CASAS is a multidis iplinary resear h
proje t at WSU, the fo used on reating
an automated living environment. The
hief goal is the appli ation of Smart
Environment te hnology in helping elderly inhabitants ontinue to live independently at home. Aspe ts of the
proje t range from the purely ele troni
(sensor systems, et .) to medi al and
ergonomi resear h. Besides its impliations for ma hine learning in general,
our resear h is signi ant to living assistan e, as it ould be used tra k the a tivities of Smart Home o upants, re ognize
when they have diÆ ulties with day to
day tasks, and allow other systems of the
house to respond appropriately.

The hallenge of a tivity re ognition in Smart Environments represents a major hallenge
in ma hine learning.
 Unpredi table behavior
 Complex tasks
 Multiple inhabitants

 Multitasking
 Priva y

tems

In the CASAS Smart Home proje t, o upants of an
apartment are tra ked using motion sensors. The
obje tive is to reate an algorithm that an identify
when the o upants perform one of ten a tivities.
Graph Based Learning

 Ma hine learning for a tivity lassi ation
 Graphs emphasize relationships in data
 Use graphs to obtain information for ma hine learn-

ing algorithm

Our goal: maximize a ura y with a graph-based
algorithm

on erns limit tra king sys-

A tivities (number):
 Bed to Bathroom (30)
 Breakfast (48)
 Dinner (42)
 Laundry (10)
 Leave Home (69)
 Lun h (37)
 Night Wandering (67)
 Sleep (102)
 Take Medi ine (44)
 Work in OÆ e (46)

Regardless of the additional methods used to in rease a ura y, the ma hine learning algorithm has three basi steps. First, we reate graphs of the
data, where edges represent motion between sensors, and analyze the graphs to nd signi ant subgraphs. These subgraphs are then used as feature
ve tors for an SVM model. Finally, the SVM is trained and testing using ross-validation.

We use Gaston [2℄, to nd ommon subgraphs a ross the a tivity. The most frequent subgraphs are olle ted and added to
the feature ve tor.

OR
Minimum Des ription Length

Alternative to Frequent Subgraph mining:
using the MDL riterion, with Subdue [1℄.
The \best" subgraphs are those that make
up a large portion of the graphs. This strikes
a balan e between large and ommon subgraphs.

The algorithm uses Support Ve tor Mahines with a Radial Bias Fun tion kernel, a leading method for general lassi ation problems [3℄. The key to reating
an e e tive SVM is appropriate hoi e
of features by whi h to identify examples. Our attempts to improve the a ura y of the algorithm fo us on testing
various ways to obtain features, using
graph mining.

It is possible for data that do not orrespond to the urrent a tivity to throw o the learning
algorithm. There are many ases in the test data in whi h a sensor is a tivated that ould
not have been feasibly rea hed from the previously a tive sensor, possibly due to the presen e
of multiple individuals in the apartment, or from environmental motion. One e ort toward
improving a ura y was to eliminate onne tions between sensors that should not reasonably be
onne ted.
Time Information

Moving beyond a purely graph-based approa h, in luding the start and end time of the a tivities
in their feature ve tors provides an extra pie e of information that would help identify them, for
example distinguishing breakfast, lun h, and dinner.
We attempted an alternative way of taking time into a ount by using Dynami Graphs - tra king
the hanges in the graph over time, and sear hing periodi ally re urring subgraphs. This proved
not to be viable for this parti ular appli ation.

Results

Non-Graph SVM
Random
20.61 %
Base A ura y
68.69 %
Negative Examples n/a
Conne tion Removal n/a
Append Time
69.90 %

Frequent Subgraph SVM
20.61 %
58.79 %
n/a
64.65 %
65.05 %

MDL SVM
20.61 %
58.79 %
55.76 %
64.85 %
65.05 %

Large s ale use of negative examples redu ed the a ura y of MDL sear h slightly, and at small
s ale had no noti eable e e t. Removing just a few unlikely onne tions, however, aused a
signi ant in rease in both graph-based algorithms. Adding the start and end times to the
feature ve tor in reased all methods, but espe ially the non-graph SVM.

The Algorithm

Support Ve tor Ma hines

The Subdue program's Minimum Des ription Length graph mining algorithm supports the inlusion of negative examples - examples of graphs that do not mat h the urrent a tivity. The
software attempts to nd subgraphs that ompress the positive examples, but not the negative.
We hypothesized that using this te hnique with a sampling of negative examples would improve
a ura y, but the results were not signi antly improved.
Removing Unlikely Conne tions

Floor plan of the test
apartment.
M0* - Motion Sensor No Box - Area
Motion Sensor T0* Temperature Sensor

Frequent Subgraph Mining

Negative Examples

Periodi Graph Random Best A hieved
7.6 %
8.2 %
The dynami graph method we attempted barely ex eeded the a ura y of randomly guessing.

Cross Validation

In a real ma hine learning appli ation,
we would have a training set of labeled
data, and new, unlabeled data to lassify. To simulate this, and estimate
the a ura y of the algorithm, we use
3- ross validation. The data are split
into three sets, and the algorithm is run
three times with one set as the test data
and the others as the training data. Resulting a ura ies are averaged.

Con lusion
In spite of improvements to the graph-based algorithms, they are still less a urate than the
non-graph method. These results suggest that:
 Complex methods of reating feature ve tors

(e.g., dynami graphs) give too spe i results
to work in ma hine learning
 Su essful onne tion removal ould be used
for pre-pro essing
 This would risk over- tting
 Non graph based information su h as time an
be su essfully in orporated to a graph-based
algorithm
Future Work:
 Test pre-pro essing with onne tion removal

(requires altering test system)
 Investigating pre-pro essing with negative examples on small s ale ould still work
 Attempt re ognition of a tivity boundaries in
addition to a tivities themselves
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